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HARRY S. YOUNT, 1873. Harry worked as "game keeper" at Yellowstone National

Park 1880-1881. Photograph was taken by William Henry Holmes while both were

employed on the Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden geological survey in 1873, Yount as

guide and Holmes as illustrator. William Henry Jackson was the official photographer,

but apparently Holmes also dabbled in this medium.

NPSHPC - William Henry Holmes photo - HFC/91-16
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Introduction

The first uniforms to grace the national park system were

worn by soldiers. These made their appearance in 1886

when it was deemed that the civilian administration at Yellowstone

was inadequate to protect the park from vandals. As an attempt

was made to preserve more and more of the nations natural

wonders, other areas came under the park system umbrella. It was

only natural then that when Sequoia and Yosemite were designated

national parks in 1890 for the Army to take them under their wing.

Unfortunately, since the Army's mandate only extended to the

removal of the "trespassers" and "intruders", it became extremely

difficult for it to cope with the many interlopers and souvenir

hunters that were destroying the game and objects of curiosity,

especially after the congress passed the 1894 Lacy Act forbidding

hunting in national parks. To remedy this situation civilian "scouts",

or rangers were hired by the Department of the Interior, under

whose jurisdiction the parks and forest reserves fell at that time,

thus forming the nucleus of the present day National Park Service.

Apparently the early rangers thought of their work as a job, not

a profession. It wasn't until the separation of the parks and forest

reserves in 1905 and the uniforming of the latter by the Forest

Service, that the park rangers gave serious thought to their own
identity. Up until its formation as a bureau, the National Park

Service was apparently a stepchild in the eyes of the Department
of the Interior.

A lot of the parks during this period followed their own
drummer and to tell each in detail is beyond the scope of this

publication. There was, though, a mainstream development of the

uniform at this time which flowed through the Interior office. That
is the path taken here.

Even though the Department authorized, sanctioned would be

a more appropriate word, a specific uniform, this was subject to
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change at the whim of the individual ranger and sometimes the

Department itself. At one time there were two "authorized"

uniforms for the park rangers. The first uniforms utilized forest

green wool, then olive drab, then back to forest green. In the

middle of the OD period, Yosemite rangers bought forest green

uniforms. The only thing the Department required was that all of

the rangers within a given park be uniformed alike.

This then is the story of the struggle by these early men, who
watched over the nations parks, as they tried to convince the

bureaucracy to let them establish this identity, even at their own
expense. Then when this desire was finally acceeded to only to end

up with the less than flattering "norfolk" jacket in 1911.

While the National Archives has excellent documentation for

the period following the separation of the services in 1905, it has

few images illustrating the uniforms of which they speak.

Fortunately most of these were disseminated to the parks. In this

regard I am indebted to Tom Tankersley, historian at Yellowstone,

for his assistance in delving into the parks archives and finding

some of these early photographs and drawings. As usual, a study

of this type could not be accomplished without the assistance of

personnel throughout the park system, in gathering information

and photographs to add dimension to the written word. Again I'd

like to thank Barry Mackintosh who was gracious enough to tackle

the task of straightening out my text. Also, I'm indebted to David

Nathanson for his assistance and for giving me the opportunity to

put forward this study; Hugh Brown for assistance with the art

work; Susan Myers and David Guiney, for their wizardry with the

computer and last, but no means least, Tom DuRant, the sage of

the National Park Service photograph collection at Harpers Ferry

Center, whose invaluable help made this possible.

As you read this, you will begin to get a feel for the difficulties

and resourcefulness of these dedicated early rangers, a trait which

has been passed down to the present. These were truly remarkable

people.



In Search of an Identity

Until the establishment of Yellowstone National Park in

1872 and even afterward, local inhabitants and visitors to

the area treated the land as their own. Game was hunted, timber

was cut, and nodules that had taken thousands of years to form

were chipped from the geysers for souvenirs. It did not take long

for Yellowstone's superintendents to realize that if they were to

accomplish their assigned goal of protecting and preserving the

park's natural features for posterity, they would need more help.

In 1880 Superintendent Philetus W. Norris hired Harry S.

Yount as a year-round "game keeper." Although Yount has tradi-

tionally been considered the first park ranger, others had previously

been hired to assist the superintendent. He was paid the munificent

sum of $1,000 a year, not bad considering that the total budget for

the park was only $15,000. Even so, Yount worked for only one

year, complaining that the park was too large for one man to patrol.

Yount was typical of many of the men roaming the West during

this period. After Civil War service in the Union Army he went

out to the Wyoming Territory, working as a bullwhacker, hunter,

trapper, and for seven summers as a guide for the Hayden Geo-
logical Survey. A photographic portrait taken in 1873 by William

H. Holmes shows him in a regulation 1858 U.S. Army mounted
overcoat, a skin (probably buckskin) jacket with a fur collar, a ci-

vilian shirt, and a wide-brimmed hat with the front pinned back in

a rakish manner. There are three other images of Yount in the

National Park Service photo collection. Unfortunately, none of

them were taken around the time of his association with the park.

One shows him standing, leaning on a Sharps buffalo rifle, wearing

the same clothes sans overcoat. He has hide trousers and knee

boots. This was probably also taken by Holmes. In another image

taken by William Henry Jackson during the 1874 Hayden Expedi-

tion, he is shown at Berthoud Pass, Colorado. In the third image
he does not have a beard and appears to be somewhat heavier. He
is also wearing what appears to be buckskin clothing with fringes,



along with the usual panoply of weap-

ons. This photograph is harder to date

but was probably not taken while

Yount was employed by the park, be-

ing titled "Harry Yount, Hunter."

It is not known whether Yount was

issued a badge for his Yellowstone

service or if he displayed any other

symbol of authority. More than likely

he just adhered to the old western ad-

age of "might makes right."

Uniforms first made their regular

appearance in the national parks on

August 18, 1886, when Troop M of the

1st U.S. Cavalry trotted into Yellow-

stone. The presence of the troops

resulted from an act of Congress ap-

proved March 3, 1883, which stated,

"The Secretary of War, upon the re-

quest of the Secretary of the Interior,

is hereby authorized and directed to

make the necessary details of troops

to prevent trespassers or intruders

from entering the park for the pur-

pose of destroying the game or objects

of curiosity therein, or for any other

purpose prohibited by law, and to re-

move such persons from the park if

found therein." On August 6, 1886,

Secretary of the Interior Lucius Q. C.

Lamar, deeming that Yellowstone

could not be adequately protected by

the civilian administration, requested

troops from the War Department. The
request was approved on August 10

and troops from Fort C.F. Smith were

ordered to Yellowstone. Other cav-

alry units were detailed to Sequoia,

General Grant, and Yosemite in Cali-

fornia after those national parks were

established in 1890.

Harry S. Yount, c. 1873.

Here is another

photograph of Yount,

probably taken around

the same time as the

previous Holmes image

since he is wearing the

same clothing. Yount is

shown wearing skin

clothing, but rangers

more than likely wore a

combination of regular

military and civilian attire.

Although traditionally

thought of as the first

park ranger, others were

employed prior to him to

assist the superintendent.

NPSHPC - HFC19 1-0023

Lucius Quintus

Cincinnatus Lamar,

Secretary of Interior,

1885-1888. Secretary

Lamar invoked the

Congressional Act that

brought the military into

Yellowstone National

Park on 18 August, 1886.

LC - BH826-28955



Initially the cavalry units patrolled Yellowstone and the Cali-

fornia parks only during the summer months, but later their

presence was extended. Soldiers in campaign hats, boots, and olive

drab uniforms were a familiar sight to park visitors until 1919, three

years after the act creating the National Park Service.

Yellowstone Park Scout
Badge, c. 1894-1906.

Issued to civilian scouts

hired by the military to

help protect Yellowstone

National Park. Scouts

were issued

German-silver, or plated

badges, while chief

scouts received sterling

silver.

NPSHC

*$?£.t£&
After the Lacey Act of 1894 pro-

hibited hunting in Yellowstone, civil-

ian police, called scouts, were
employed for wildlife protection. This

term was no doubt used because the

Army had hired civilian scouts for

other purposes. Scouts were also re-

quired to stop the grazing of livestock,

mainly sheep, by local ranchers on
^Sb * - park grounds. Since these scouts, or

rangers, were more or less dependent

on the Army quartermasters for their

supplies, their dress was a combination of military and civilian

clothing. They were also issued a badge of authority. For Yellow-

stone National Park, this consisted of a two-inch circle with

"YELLOWSTONE PARK SCOUT" stamped in it. The middle of

the circle was cut out to form a star with the badge number in the

center. The badge was similar to many of those issued to lawmen
of the period.

Most patrol duties still fell to the troopers in Yellowstone and

the California parks. Sometimes they rode in mounted patrols and

other times they might be at some lonely strategic spot with a shack

and the animals for company. The National Park Service has a

photograph depicting Gabriel Souvelewski at just such a place in

1896. As a member of Troop K, 4th U.S. Cavalry, he patrolled

Yosemite National Park between 1895 and 1897. During the Span-

ish-American War his troop was sent to the Philippines. Apparently

he was discharged either before the troop shipped out or shortly

after its return, for in 1899 he was a civilian packer and guide with

the Army at Yosemite. In 1906 Souvelewski was hired as supervisor

for Yosemite, beginning his distinguished thirty-year career in the

park's civilian ranger service.



Left: 2nd Lt. Johnathan

M. Wainwright (of WW
II Bataan fame), Officer

of the Day. 1st US
Cavalry, #7 Guard
Mount at Fort

Yellowstone,

Yellowstone National

Park, early 1900's.

NPSHPC - YELL/65,342

Left: Soldiers passing through Wawona tree, Mariposa Big Tree Grove, Yosemite National Park. UPRR/10199

Right: Soldiers performed all kinds of duties in the parks, like fighting the fire at Cottage Hotel in Yellowstone

National Park, 1910. NPSHPC - YELL/65,385



Army in the Parks

Right: Guard duty at Teddy Roosevelt's camp at Yellowstone National Park, 1903.

NPSHPC - YELL/65,305

Top: This is the first detachment of soldiers to be stationed in Yellowstone National

Park. They are from Troop K, 1st U.S. Cavalry, even though the long rifles would

make them appear to be infantry. They became the first regular uniformed presence

in a national park when they rode into Yellowstone on
August 18, 1886. NPSHPC - F.J. Haynes Photo - YELL/65,358

Left Bottom: Last "sun-down" gun fired by military in Yellowstone National Park,

July 31, 1916. NPSHPC - YELL/65,325

> '



Gabriel Sovulewski on
patrol in Yosemite
National Park, c. 1896.

He was a sergeant in

Troop K, 4th US Cavalry.

In 1906, Gabe became
civilian supervisor at

Yosemite, beginning thirty

years of distinguished

service.

NPSHPC - YOSE/RL-2751

Souvelewski's picture shows him in the standard Army undress

uniform worn in the parks: dark blue wool shirt, sky-blue trousers,

canvas leggings, and shoes. Because he is an NCO his trousers

have a dark blue stripe down the side. Although the soldiers in

the 1888 photograph of the Soldier Station at Yellowstone are

dressed more informally, they were probably pulling fatigue duty.

Trooper Souvelewski typifies the dress of the soldier on patrol. In

the spring of 1898 the military units designated for the parks were

sent to Secretary of State John Hay's "splendid little war" in Cuba
and the Philippines. During their absence, their place was taken

by civilians, hired on a temporary basis and designated as forest

rangers. Some of these rangers remained on duty even after the

return of the cavalry late that summer.

The first permanent appointment of rangers in a national park

occurred on September 23, 1898, when Charles A. Leidig and Ar-

chie O. Leonard became forest rangers at Yosemite. The
authorization letter stated that they were to be compensated at

the rate of $50 per month and that "Each Ranger is required to

provide himself with a saddle horse and equipments at his own
expense, for use in the discharge of his duties." Dress was appar-

ently optional, but the rangers were issued badges to show their

«l
OF
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Forest Reserve Ranger Badge,

1898-1906. This badge was
probably issued to rangers

working in the national parks as

well as those in the forests, since

both were known as FOREST
RANGERS.

Private Collection



William Watts Hooper,

c. 1900. Hooper was
appointed forester in the

Kenosha Range country

sometime after 1887 and

remained with the Forest

Service in the 1905

separation. He is shown
wearing the 1898 Forest

Reserve badge.

Forest Service I 477445

James Wilson, Secretary

of Agriculture,

1897-1913. Secretary

Wilson acceded to

Secretary Hitchcock's

request to have the Forest

Service pay the four

rangers that remained with

the Park Service at the

1905 separation until the

Bureau obtained it's own
funding.

LC I USZ6-1817

Ethan Allen Hitchcock,

Secretary of the Interior,

1899-1907

LC I USZ62-66577

authority. It is not known for certain

what these badges looked like, but

there is a badge in a private collection

that was issued by the Department of

the Interior to the rangers in its forest

reserves. It is the same size as the

"Yellowstone Park Scout" badge (two

inches in diameter) and made of

German silver. In the center there is

a "US" in one-inch letters with
"Department of the Interior"

superimposed. Around the outside it

reads "FOREST RESERVE
RANGER." All of the rangers were

called "forest rangers" whether they

worked in the parks or the forest

reserves. Because all were employed

by the Interior Department and did

more or less the same job, they more
than likely were all issued this same
badge.

On February 1, 1905, an act of

Congress transferred the forest re-

serves from the Department of the In-

terior to the Department of

Agriculture. Along with this went the

money to pay the rangers in the parks,

thus, in effect, making them among
the first employees of the new Forest

Service. Secretary of the Interior

Ethan Allen Hitchcock, in an ex-

change of letters with Secretary of

Agriculture James Wilson, outlined

the history of the rangers in the parks

and asked to maintain some of them
in their present status until July 1,

when Interior would again have funds

for them. Wilson agreed and asked

which rangers wished to remain with

the parks. Four of them expressed

their desire to remain: Archie
Leonard and Charles Leidig in

Yosemite and Lew Davis and Charlie

Blossom in Sequoia.



The year 1905 also saw the appearance of Walter Fry,

one of the first new rangers after the separation and an

early advocate of uniforming the ranger force. Fry trans-

ferred from Sequoia's construction department to the

rangers. A few months later, because of his higher school-

ing, he was promoted to replace Ernest Britten, who had

elected to go with the new Forest Service. This promotion

made him ranger-in-charge during the summer and acting

superintendent during the winter months when the Army
was absent.

Even after the departmental separation of the parks and

the forest reserves, rangers in the parks still considered

themselves forest rangers. Acting Secretary of the Interior

Thomas Ryan sought to overcome this habit in an October

2, 1905, letter to Fry: "It is observed that in your official

communications to the Department you designate yourself

as a Forest Ranger. Such designation is erroneous, your of-

ficial title being Park Ranger, and official papers should be

signed that way." Even so, the park rangers still thought of

themselves as forest rangers for some time thereafter.

The first regulation civilian uniform to make an appear-

ance in and around the parks was worn by the Forest

Service, not the Park Service. As chief of the Bureau of

Forestry, Gifford Pinchot had been thinking of uniforming

the rangers since 1903, when he was impressed by the efforts

of the U.S. Geological Survey to have field men wear stand-

ardized clothing. When he became head of the new Forest

Service in 1905, one of his first projects was to appoint a

committee to select a uniform for the rangers. The Forest

Service began soliciting bids in September 1905 and had

selected a design and supplier by the fall of 1906. The new
uniforms were delivered in 1907.

Earnest Britten, c. 1900. Britten

was ranger-in-charge at Sequoia

National Park from 1900 until

1905 when he elected to go with

the Forest Service, at which time

Walter Fry was appointed to his

position.

NPSHPC - HFC191 -25



Forest Service rangers,

1907. These Forest

Service rangers are

demonstrating their new
uniforms. These were the

first uniformed civilian

personnel in and around

National Parks.

NPSHPC - HFC192-28-47

According to Forest Service historian Frank Harmon:

The first uniform jacket was a compromise between the

current Army officer's service coat and the business sack

coat. It was brown with a green cast, and the material was

wool worsted. It had a low turn-down collar, no lapels,

four outside pockets with cover flaps, and five bronze

buttons to close. Each pocket also had a small button. The
buttons were convex with "FOREST SERVICE" and a

pine tree in a raised design. The coat collar could be left

open, or closed tightly with a clasp, military style. Worn
with the uniform, from the very beginning, was a large

bronze badge. The first hat was the same as the Army
campaign hat—light colored felt with a wide, flat, stiff

brim, but usually worn with a high "Montana peak" instead

of the Army's single crease. There was a choice of trousers

or riding breeches, both of wool worsted. The shirt was
gray flannel like the Army's pullover olive drab.
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Although the Forest Service rangers were beginning to be uni-

formed at this time, the park rangers were still wearing civilian

clothing, with only their badges to show that they were park offi-

cials. Piatt National Park was an exception. The rangers there

began wearing olive drab uniforms, similar to those worn by the

military, soon after the separation. These were furnished by the

M.D. Lilly Company of Columbus, Ohio.
11

The National Park Service photo collection contains two pho-

tographs of four rangers in Sequoia probably taken in the summer
of 1902. The images show Ernest Britten, Lewis Davis, Charlie

Blossom, and Harry Britten, Ernest's nephew, holding their horses.

Harry Britten was hired as a ranger in 1902. While on patrol in

March 1903 he accidentally discharged his pistol into his right thigh,

requiring the amputation of his leg above the knee. A year and

$1,000 worth of medical expenses later Harry was fitted with an

artificial leg; upon learning to walk with it, he was hired in a clerical

capacity in the Sequoia Forest Reserve. Capt. Kirby Walker, acting

superintendent of Sequoia National Park, thought that because

Harry had been on duty when the accident occurred and had not

received any compensation from the government for his expenses,

it was only fair that he should be rehired to fill a new slot in the

park's ranger force. The secretary of the interior concurred and in

July 1906, Harry was back on the Sequoia ranger force, artificial

leg and all. (His uncle had elected to go with the Forest Service

in the 1905 split.)"
12

In the photograph, the rangers are wearing two badges, a round

one above one shaped like a shield. The round badge is almost

certainly the Department of the Interior forest reserve ranger

badge because it conforms to the size and shape of the badge worn

Rangers of Sequoia
National Park near old

Britten store, c. 1902.

This photograph shows
the typical pre-uniform

dress of rangers in the

national parks. The one
unusual thing about their

attire is the two badges.

It is not known if other

parks utilized this system

since the only extant

images are from Sequoia.

Left to Right:

Lew Davis 1901-1909;

1924-1929; Ernest Britten

1900-1905; transferred to

Forest Service; Charles

W. Blossom 1901-1916;

Harry Britten 1902-1903;

1906-1915

NPSHPC - SEQU/8886
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Walter Fry, 1920,

Sequoia National Park.

Taken while Fry was
guiding House
Appropriations

Committee during visits

to national parks in

1920. He is wearing the

1920 uniform with Army
wrap-leggings.

NPSHPC - J.W.Good
Album - HFC/92-40-1

Col. Albert R. Green,

superintendent, Piatt

National Park, 1907-1909

NPSHPC - CHIC124 12

by forest reserve rangers in other

photographs. The lower one appears

to be some sort of patrol badge. It is

not known if other parks were utilizing

the same combination of badges
because the only available

photographs of rangers during this

period were taken at Sequoia.

The fall of 1907 also saw the first

k
'jjj documented request for a "park serv-

ice" uniform. Walter Fry, now
ranger-in-charge at Sequoia and Gen-
eral Grant national parks, asked the

secretary of the interior to authorize

a ranger uniform on the pattern of the

Forest Service, but made out of cadet

gray wool with bronze eagle buttons.

He enclosed material samples of cadet

gray wool from the Charlottesville

Woolen Mills in Virginia. He felt that

the uniform "would add much to the

comfort and appearance of the

Ranger."
13

In response to Ranger Fry's request, Acting Secretary Thomas
Ryan stated that he had made inquiries and found that the Forest

Service rangers purchased their own uniforms. He asked whether

the rangers at Sequoia and General Grant would be willing to do

the same. Fry said they would provided that "Cadet Gray cloth is

adapted
,.14

The following February Assistant

Secretary Frank Pierce sent letters to

other parks relating Fry's request and

informing them that the department

was considering "the advisability of ex-

tending to the rangers in other parks,

if desirable, the same privilege." He
wanted to know whether rangers

would pay for a uniform if one were

authorized. Based on the cost of the

Forest Service uniform, he estimated

that for coat, trousers, overcoat, and

"Stetson hat" the cost would be $38.
15
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The answers to the inquiry were as varied as they were inter-

esting. With but one exception, the superintendents agreed that the

uniforming of the park rangers was a good idea. One who favored

uniforms thought they should be voluntary, and another thought

that superintendents should be exempted. Superintendent Albert

R. Greene of Piatt replied that the rangers there had been wearing

a uniform of sorts for several years. It consisted of blue denim or

olive drab wool shirts and khaki canvas breeches and leggings, at

a cost of $8.80, for summer and olive drab wool coat and breeches

and leather puttees, at a cost of $27.85, for winter. The latter was

"made to measure" and furnished by the M.C. Lilley Company of

Columbus, Ohio. The lone dissenter was Maj. Harry Coupland

Benson at Yosemite National Park. "I do not beieve [sic] it a good
plan for the Rangers to appear in uniform for, from the nature of

their duties, they should be as incon-

spicuous as possible," he stated. "They

have badges under their coats which

they can show in case they need to

make arrests, seize guns, etc., and they

would be much more apt to get infor-

mation of wrong doing by appearing

as an ordinary mountaineer than by

appearing in a light uniform, visible

from a great distance." He also con-

sidered cadet gray "a bad color to

show dirt."
17

Even though the rangers in all of the parks queried had ex-

pressed willingness to purchase uniforms at their own expense,

Assistant Secretary Pierce replied to the superintendents on March
17, 1908, that "the Department, after due consideration of the mat-

ter, does not deem it advisable at this time to adopt any uniform

for employs in the several National Parks." He told Superinten-

dent Greene that the department had no objection to the clothing

adopted at Piatt.

Maj. Harry Coupland
Benson, assistant

superintendent,

Yosemite National Park,

1905-1908. Photograph

was taken in 1910 after

his promotion to Colonel.

NPSHPC - YOSE/RL-2477

A year later Acting Superintendent George Allen of Mount
Rainier National Park started a long correspondence with the sec-

retary's office concerning uniforms in the park. Allen thought it

"desirable that the Rangers at Longmire Springs should be provided

with a suitable uniform." If there was not an authorized uniform,

could the rangers purchase their own? He figured that because the

rangers in the adjacent Rainier National Forest were not uni-

formed, there would not be any confusion if they purchased Forest

Service uniforms and simply changed the buttons, although "an en-

tirely different design would be preferable."
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Assistant Secretary Jesse E. Wilson replied that "upon investi-

gation of the matter in the spring of 1908, the weight of opinion

of superintendents or employees as to the advisability of prescribing

a uniform for general use was found to be against such a course."

He said that forcing rangers to purchase uniforms would work an

unnecessary hardship on them when the "National Park Service"

badge was sufficient identification for "National Park Service em-

ployees" and that "no adoption of a uniform for the National Park

employees is contemplated at this time." (Wilson's interpretation

of field opinion on the subject was clearly questionable.)

Forest Service button,

1907. This is the type

button worn on uniforms

purchased by Sequoia

rangers prior to the

Department authorizing

an official uniform in

1911.

Private Collection

It is interesting to note that around this time, as evidenced by

Wilson's letter, "national park service" was being used in reference

to Interior employees working in the parks even though there was

no such official organization.

Walter Fry was not deterred by the lack of departmental sup-

port. Beginning with the 1909 season, the rangers at Sequoia and

General Grant began purchasing and wearing "ready-made suits"

of "Forestry worsted wool cloth, military cut; also olive drab wool

shirts and regulation Stetson hats" from the Fechheimer Brothers

Company, and Regal Shoe Company pigskin leggings for patrol

duty plus "denim garments" for fatigue. A portrait taken around

1910 of Karl Keller, one of the rangers at Sequoia, shows him wear-

ing a uniform coat with what was termed the English convertible

collar, complete with Forest Service buttons and a sprig of sequoia

on his sleeve. The only insignia shown is an Army-style U.S. on the

left lapel running parallel with The collar. At first it was thought

that this was possibly an example of the more casual style (versus

the military) of the 1909 Forest Service coat, especially because it

was of "forestry" green wool, had Forest Service buttons, and was

purchased from the company that furnished Forest Service uni-

forms. But upon comparison with the order forms from the

Fechheimer Brothers Company, the supplier of Forest Service uni-

forms, it was found not to conform to their

drawings. (It had upper pockets and different

pocket flaps, among other variances in details.)

It probably was a standard design of some kind,

but because the picture shows only from the top

of the upper pockets, it is impossible to deter-

mine what the rest of the coat looked like or its

origin. There is always the possibility that it was
an original design, but that is doubtful.
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Karl Keller, 1910.

Ranger in Sequoia NP,
1908-1917?. Keller is

wearing one of the

uniforms purchased by

the rangers in Sequoia

prior to one being

authorized by the Interior

Secretary. Note U.S. on

collar, Forest Service

buttons and sprig of

Sequoia on sleeve.

Photograph given to

Lawrence F. Cook by

Keller's daughter, Erma
Tobin.

NPSHPC - Hammond
photo -

HFC/WASO-D-726A

The beginning of each new season seemed to bring out more
than the spring flowers. On April 23, 1910, Superintendent Edward
S. Hall of Mount Rainier picked up the baton from George Allen

and made another run at the department for uniforms. He recom-

mended that park rangers be required to wear distinctive uniforms

while on duty in the park. He considered this very important for

those rangers that came in contact with the public, "especially those

that are stationed on the government road and have charge of the

automobile and other traffic." During the previous season there

had been instances where rangers had "endeavored to stop auto-

mobiles on the road and no attention was paid to their signals."

Hall reasoned that this was a result of "the rangers appearing in
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Edward S. Hall,

superintendent

1910-1913 (left) & Ethan

Allen, superintendent,

1913-1914, Mount
Rainier National Park.

NPSHPC - Brockman
photo - MORAIMR:E-T33.

1

the dress of a laboror [sic] or at any

rate not wearing anything asside [sic]

from a Park badge to distinguish them

from any other man who might
happen to be on the road." He said

that conditions along the government

road in his park were "somewhat
different from those in other National

Parks and may require different

treatment." He had secured samples

and prices from the firm that

furnished uniforms to the Forest

Service. A suitable uniform could be

purchased for $15, which he did not

consider a hardship for rangers.
l

Acting Secretary Frank Pierce replied that "in view of the situ-

ation in the Mt. Rainier National Park, especially on the

government road, it would seem desirable to have the rangers on

duty at the entrance of the park uniformed." Before making a de-

cision in the matter, he wanted to know how many rangers would

be uniformed and he wanted a material sample.

Hall thought it would be advisable to have the rangers stationed

at the entrance and Longmire Springs and the one that had charge

of timber sales be uniformed. He enclosed a material sample, stat-

ing that he believed that "either this or khaki" would be suitable

because the uniform would only be worn during the summer. "A
coat made with military colar [sic] out of this material costs $7.55

and trousers $4.45," he wrote. "Regulation U.S. Army buttons to

be used on coat." This was probably based on the Model 1910

Army uniform, with the standing-fall collar.

Richard Achilles

Ballinger, Secretary of

Interior, 1909-1911.

LC/USZ62-97993

In its answer, the department did

an about-face. Secretary Richard A.

Ballinger now thought "the question of

adopting a uniform had best be de-

ferred until the Department is able to

determine the exact number of perma-

nent rangers that can be provided for

patrol duty in the park." He added
that because of the rangers' low pay,

"it is not believed that they should be

required, at their own expense, to pro-

vide uniforms."
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Maj. William Logan,

superintendent, Glacier

National Park,

1910-1912. Logan,

apparently tiring of

Departmental waffling,

arranged for Parker,

Bridget & Company in

Washington, DC, to

furnish uniforms for

Glacier's rangers, thus

more or less forcing the

Department to present

this option to the other

parks.

NPSHPC - GLAC/HPF#
9623

The 1911 season opened with the annual missive from Mount
Rainier, by now sort of a tradition, to the department concerning

uniforms. This time Hall requested that the department provide

$30 from the park's revenues for uniforms for two temporary rang-

ers and require the ranger at Longmire Springs to furnish his own.

This year was to be different. Maj. William R. Logan, superin-

tendent at Glacier National Park, had arranged for Parker, Bridget

& Company of Washington, D.C., to supply uniforms for his rang-

ers. The uniform consisted of "one Norfolk jacket, one wool shirt,

one pair riding trousers, one pair leggings, and one felt camping

hat after the Stetson style," all for $15. ' Bowing at last to the

constant requests for some type of uniformity within the various

parks, the department decided after examining the material and

information submitted by Major Logan to sanction, but not require,

this uniform to be used throughout the parks. Letters stating this

were sent to all parks, along with measurement blanks. Rangers

would be required to purchase their own uniforms, but all trans-

actions were to be handled through the secretary's office." Logan

promptly forwarded orders to the secretary's office for seven uni-

forms, and two more six days later

Glacier were uniformed in 1911.

29
In all, fifteen rangers from
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U.S. Army button,

c. 1910

Private Collection

Material samples attached to a letter from Parker, Bridget, &
Company to W. Bertrand Acker, an Interior Department attorney,

show that the uniforms were of a dark olive green wool. They were

"equipped with United States Army buttons." The matter of special

park service buttons was raised but dropped pending the determi-

nation of the future of the "national park service."

In response to the department's letter authorizing the Glacier

uniform, Walter Fry wrote that the rangers at Sequoia and General

Grant had been wearing uniforms of "Forestry worsted wool cloth"

since the 1909 season, but that "last season word was received from

Fechheimer Bros., that the Forestry worsted cloth could be fur-

nished us no longer, as some of the Forest officers objected to our

using it, since which time no more of the suits have been pur-

chased." Fry asked the department to "grant them the privilege of

purchasing, at their own expense, uniform suits manufactured from

either the Forestry worsted olive green wool goods, or Cadet gray

wool cloth, fashioned after pattern now worn." He went on to ex-

plain that his rangers carried fatigue clothing in their saddlebags

when on patrol, putting it on whenever necessary. Afterward they

could bathe, change back into their uniforms, and continue their

usual routine in a "comfortable and respectable manner." He re-

ported that since the rangers had been uniformed, they commanded
more respect from the tourists and general public than when they

had worn mixed clothing.

Maj. James B. Hughes,
1st U.S. Cavalry,

superintendent, Sequoia
National Park 1911-1912

NPSHPC - SEOU/02881

In response to Fry's letter, Chief Clerk Clement Ucker asked

Bertrand Acker to consider whether the department should compel
all the national parks to adopt one style of uniform. If he opted

for the one-style approach, the super-

intendent at Sequoia should be in-

formed as such; otherwise he should

be advised that strict compliance was
32

not required.

Assistant Secretary Carmi A.
Thompson subsequently wrote Maj.

James Bryan Hughes, Sequoia's acting

superintendent, outlining the uniform

being furnished by Parker, Bridget &
Company. He identified the "wool

shirt" as the regulation Army shirt,

which means that it was olive drab with a plaquet front. The uni-

form was for summer wear only. He enclosed material samples and
order blanks in case the rangers desired to order suits for them-
selves. "If they are not satisfactory, and it is so stated, the
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Department will then authorize the rangers to provide, at their own
expense, suitable uniforms of Forestry worsted olive green wool

goods, or Cadet gray wool cloth," Thompson wrote.

Possibly because they had been wearing the forestry green wool

for the past two seasons, the rangers did not jump at the authori-

zation of the cadet gray they had been so adamant about before.

Or it could have been that they were just satisfied to have an

authorized uniform in the parks. At any rate, Fry immediately or-

dered one of the uniforms for himself.

The first truly authorized park ranger uniform finally arrived at

a national park in late June 1911. Of the 15 coats that the Glacier

rangers received, six had Forest Service buttons, which were sub-

sequently changed. There is a photograph in an album assembled

in 1915 by a Mr. Anderson showing two men at Glacier with one

of them wearing this uniform, but it was probably taken in the

summer of 1911 when the new uniforms arrived. The coat is of the

Norfolk style, sans belt, which is not very flattering to the wearer.

The rest of the uniform—breeches, hat, puttees, etc.—is standard

fare for the period. The other man is wearing a 1910 Army uniform,

although he was probably not a soldier because his coat lacks or-

namentation. Possibly he was included in the photograph to show
that the new park ranger uniform did not conflict with the military.

Apparently the rangers at Glacier were still using a separate

fatigue uniform, for in October 1911 Parker, Bridget & Company
thanked Chief Clerk Ucker for a check from Major Logan for "two

blue shirts."
36

As the 1911 season came to a close, the rangers at Sequoia

realized that their new uniforms were not going to be warm enough

for the winter months. Fry requested authorization from the de-

partment to purchase heavier uniforms, with "bronze Army buttons,

bearing design of eagle, same as our badges now worn." If the for-

estry worsted olive green could not be worn, he wanted cadet gray.

Parker, Bridget & Company was contacted and a price of $25 per

suit and $30 for an overcoat, either military or Chesterfield, was

received, along with uniform and overcoat material samples of dark

olive green wool. The uniforms were to be the same pattern as the

ones furnished in the summer.

The department considered these prices excessive. Conse-

quently inquires were sent, along with material samples, to C.

Kenyon & Company of Brooklyn, New York, and Sigmund Eisner

of Red Bank, New Jersey, both manufacturers of uniforms for the
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First authorized National

Park Service uniform,

Glacier National Park,

c.1911. Man on right is

wearing the new uniform

authorized by the

Department for rangers in

the national parks. Glacier

received 15 sets in June,

1911. Man on left is

wearing a Model 1910 US
Army uniform, minus

military insignia.

NPSHPC -1915 Anderson

photo album -

GLACIHPF# 9638

U.S. Army. (No material samples remain with the correspondence,

but it is supposed from the response of Sigmund Eisner that they

were pieces of the sample wool originally sent by Parker, Bridget

& Company to the department.) C. Kenyon & Company declined

to bid, but Sigmund Eisner did respond requesting the design of

the uniform desired. They included samples of their "U.S. Forrestry

[sic] Standard" cloth and stated that they could provide bronze

Army buttons for the uniforms or could have buttons made of any

design wanted and would stock them, subject to orders of the

department.
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1911
National Park Service Uniform

supplied by

Parker, Bridget & Company,
Washington, DC

Subsequently, in a meeting with Chief Clerk Ucker at the Inte-

rior Department, the subject of olive drab Army wool for the

uniforms instead of forestry green was broached. Afterward Eisner

sent samples of olive drab cloth and prices of $15 for the overcoat

and $16.50 for coat, vest, and breeches. The total came to $31.50,

versus $55 from Parker, Bridget & Company. "I think the color of

the 16 oz. Kersey is really more practical than the dark green and

has extra wearing qualities," Eisner wrote.
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The department finally made up its mind concerning what color,

if not design, the uniforms the rangers in the parks would wear.

After one season of forestry green, it would now be olive drab.

One must wonder what the rangers who bought uniforms the year

before thought about this. They probably appreciated the style

change, though. The Norfolk look certainly did nothing for their

image.

In January 1912 Assistant Secretary Thompson wrote Sigmund
Eisner requesting prices for summer uniforms made from the 13-

ounce olive drab cloth sample they had submitted. He also

requested sketches of both summer and winter uniforms, plus over-

coat, "together with advice as to whether bronze buttons bearing

the eagle design surrounded by the words 'National Park Service,

Department of the Interior,' as used upon the park ranger service

badge shown you, will be procured and placed upon the uni-

forms." The "National Park Service" buttons thus preceded the

bureau by four years. The inscription on the badge is further evi-

dence of the even earlier currency of the term "National Park

Service."

1912 National Park

Service button.

Designed by Sigmund
Eisner using 1905

National Park Service

badge as a model.

NPSHC - HFC

1905 National Park

Service ranger badge.
Came into use by park

rangers after separation

of Services in 1905.

HPSHC - HFC

The badge was stamped and either tin or nickel-

plated. It was two inches in diameter with a rope

edge. The words NATIONAL PARK SERVICE *

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR surrounded

an eagle similar to the one used on the Interior seal

at this time. It is not known exactly when this badge

came into use, but it was probably

soon after the forest reserves left In-

terior for Agriculture. Because
Gifford Pinchot had a new badge
made for the Forest Service rangers,

it is reasonable to assume that the In-

\ \ ^8? terior Department did likewise for the

rangers in the parks. There is no
doubt about its being used by 1911

when Eisner met with Chief Clerk

Ucker.

Eisner agreed to the terms, and the sketches were drawn up
and forwarded, along with the prices for the summer uniform, to

the department shortly thereafter.

The summer uniform, consisting of coat, pants, and vest, cost

$14.25, with the winter uniform being fifty cents more. The differ-

ence stemmed from pockets and a heavier lining on the winter
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Drawings of 1912
National Park Service

uniform furnished by

Sigmund Eisner, Red
Bank, New Jersey.

NPS Archives - YELL

version. Winter service leggings were an additional $3.50. The
sketches show uniform #1 (summer) to be a five-button coat with-

out pockets, with narrow cuffs on the sleeves. Uniform #2 (winter)

is the same except for four pockets, two upper and two lower. The
double-breasted reefer (overcoat) has two slash pockets and two

bottom pockets with plaquets. Buttons were to be made up in

different sizes for the coats, cuffs, and pockets.

Two items of the uniform had been overlooked in the prices

submitted by Eisner: summer leggings and hats. Ucker requested

prices for the leggings and for "hats (Alpine or other style—Alpine

preferred) for use with both summer and winter service uniforms."
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1912
National Park Service Uniform

originally designed and manufactured

by Sigmund Eisner, Red Bank, New Jersey

He also requested a sketch of the Alpine hat. Eisner forwarded

the requested sketch along with a price of $1.00 per pair for

summer leggings. "Hats (of which I enclose sketch) made of grey

felt, and similar to those worn by the U.S. Army would cost $1.50

each," he wrote. "You will note this hat is Alpine shape and same

as used by the United States Geological Survey." Before any of the

"Alpine" hats were purchased, the department asked that they be

of a better grade and "a color conforming more nearly to that of

the cloth (olive drab)." The upgrade resulted in a price of $2.50

for the hat.
42
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Twenty copies of the Eisner drawings were made at the depart-

ment and forwarded to the various parks. Yellowstone still has a

copy of these drawings in its archives. They confirm that the sum-

mer coat was intended to have no outside pockets, while the winter

version was originally intended to have four. From the sketch of

the hat, "Alpine" evidently meant a hat similar to the Stetson, only

with a stiff brim and what is known as a Montana peak in which

the crown is indented in four places, similar to the modern hat only

much more severely, to bring it to a point.

The uniform resembled the one worn by the U.S. Army enough

to cause concern at the department. Assistant Secretary Thompson
wrote the secretary of war asking if there was too close a resem-

blance. The War Department had no objection. Even though the

material was the same as that of the Army uniform, "the difference

in cut and absence of insignia, etc.," would prevent any confusion

with the military.

On February 19, 1912, letters were sent out to all parks outlining

the new olive drab uniforms being considered by the department

for the rangers. They were described as follows:

Winter service: 16 oz. olive drab cloth, coat, as per sketch #2,

vest, pants or breeches, leather puttees, and hat, Alpine style

per sketch #4. Cost: $22.50

Overcoat, double breasted, knee length, 22 oz. olive drab cloth,

with either quilted or lasting lining, per sketch #3, $15.00

Cost of uniform with overcoat: $37.50

Summer service: 13 oz. olive drab cloth, coat, sketch #1, with

two inside pockets, but no outside pockets, pant or breeches,

vest, hat, Alpine style, sketch #4, and leggings. Cost: $18.00

Coat, sketch #2, four outside pockets. Cost: $7.50

Extra pockets, $.50 each.

The uniforms were to have "National Park Service" buttons. No
shoes or boots were mentioned. It was further thought that to dif-

ferentiate the ranger uniforms from the military, either the two

upper or the two lower pockets of the coat should be eliminated

from sketch #2. The various parks were invited to express their

opinions in this matter.
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The consensus of park opinion was that if pockets had to be

eliminated, they should be the two upper ones, but that there

should be one or two inside pockets. None of the rangers wanted

vests, but there was some interest in shirts. Ranger Fry at Sequoia

included an order for five of the new uniforms with his reply.
45

Lt. Col. Lloyd Milton

Brett, acting

superintendent,

Yellowstone National

Park, 1910-1916. Col.

Brett collaborated with

Mark Daniels when he

designed his new uniform

in 1915.

NPSHPC - YELL/65,352

Charles W. Blossom,
Sequoia National Park,

1901-1916. Charlie is

wearing the 1912

National Park Service

uniform coat, (no top

pockets) He was killed

in an automobile

accident on April 22,

1916.

NPSHPC - SEQU/08838

When the order for the uniforms for Sequoia was sent to Sig-

mund Eisner, a uniform for Laurence F. Schmeckebier of the

secretary's office was also requested, as was a price for shirts. The
price returned was $2.75 each for

shirts made from "U.S. Army standard

cloth," an olive drab flannel. "These

shirts are made with turn down collar

and two outside pockets same as U.S.

Army regulation shirt," Eisner said.

He also agreed to install two inside

pockets in the coats, instead of the

outside top pockets, for the same
price.

The rangers, or scouts, as Lt. Col.

Lloyd Milton Brett termed them, at

Yellowstone declined using the uni-

forms, since their duties were "more
in the line of protection of game from

poachers, and other detective work
where plain clothes are not only pref-

erable but sometimes absolutely

necessary to efficient work, as a uni-

form could be too easily recognized at

distance by offenders." The other

parks seemed not to have the same
problem, for uniform orders started

rolling in. Most were for the #2 (win-

ter) style with the two outside bottom
pockets. Rangers Earl Clifford and
Phillip E. Barrett at Mount Rainier

ordered the #1 (summer) style coat

(no outside pockets), only to be in-

formed that because all the other

coats ordered had the two bottom
pockets, theirs would be ordered the

same way. They were asked to forward

the extra $.50.
7
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U.S. Cavalry captain

between two park

rangers, Grant Grove,

Sequoia National Park,

c. 1912. Ranger on left

is wearing the 1912

"Eisner" coat, while the

one on the right has on

a civilian style Norfolk

jacket.

NPSHPC - HFC/73-672

There are two photographs of rangers in this uniform. The first

one is of Charlie Blossom, a ranger at Sequoia. This is a portrait,

but it can be seen that there are no top pockets on the coat. It has

the rise-and-fall military collar of the type used on the 1910 U.S.

Army uniform coat. It also has the same U.S. military insignia on

the collar as that worn by Karl Keller in his 1910 photograph. It

appears to be of a winter weight, but we cannot tell if it has bottom

pockets.

The second image is of a cavalry captain between two rangers,

reputed to have been taken in Sequoia in 1911. The ranger on the

left is wearing what appears to be one of these coats. The other

ranger has on a Norfolk jacket. He may be a temporary employee,

since the jacket appears to be of lightweight fabric rather than the

wool used by Parker, Bridget & Company.

Everything was not uniform. There were many small variations,

such as breeches with and without belt loops, side versus back buck-

les, and experimental breeches made from 22-ounce overcoat

material and waterproofed for winter wear at Glacier. Then there

was the coat for Ranger Cyrus C. Bellah at Glacier. He ordered
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and received a coat with three outside pockets, the usual two

bottom ones and one on the top left.

The first major complaint that appears in the records, other

than about size or minor design corrections, was about a pair of

trousers ordered by Chief Ranger Haney E. Vaught at Glacier on

April 12, 1913. The material seemed to "collect in small round balls

or knots and these wear off leaving the cloth very thin." Eisner

replied that this was the first complaint he had received about the

uniforms and noted that the material was the same as that used in

the U.S. Army uniforms. He suggested that a better material be

used because the ranger uniforms were worn "more in the woods
49

and for regular wear." One has to wonder what the Army used

their uniforms for!

In response to numerous requests for the uniform regulations

and material samples from other contractors, the department's

standard reply was, "This Department has no specifications or sam-

ples of the cloth for distribution." Petitioners were advised to
50

contact Sigmund Eisner.

On March 17, 1914, Superintendent James L. Galen of Glacier

ordered a uniform for Chief Ranger Haney Vaught having a coat

with four outside pockets (two top and two bottom) and a military

collar. They requested "the letters G.N.P. about 1/2" high sewed on

all uniform coat collars, using jet black felt" and "one single braid,

of material similar to the uniform, sewed around the cuff of the

coat sleeve on all uniforms." Eisner replied that this was practical,

"excepting that the U.S. Army uses O.D. Braid on the sleeves of

their coats for the officers, and black braid for officers of the gen-

eral staff and we do not know whether it would be an infringement

on the Army style or not." The department denied Glacier the

G.N.P. on the collars, although the four outside pockets were

agreed to and ordered.

Glacier also wanted shirts made out of a material the depart-

ment termed white duck instead of the olive drab flannel, but

Adolph C. Miller, Stephen T. Mather's predecessor as assistant to

the secretary, deemed this too drastic a change from the color and

material then in use. "The Department desires that the olive drab

material originally selected by it be used in the uniforms of em-

ployees in the national parks, and will not approve of any departure

in the use of other material," he wrote Galen.
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The request for collar ornamenta-

tion is illustrated by an earlier portrait

of Joseph Cosley, a ranger at Glacier,

showing him in what appears to be the

regulation Model 1910 U.S. Army is-

sue coat. Stitched on the collar is a

patch with the letters GNP applied to

it. The letters appear to be about one

inch high and of a darker shade than

the coat, but not black. The coat has

shoulder tabs and top outside pockets.

Cosley also has on a hat with a stiff

brim and a rose painted on the under

side. There is another photograph of

Cosley sitting in a chair wearing this

same uniform. In this image he has a

mustache. Both photographs were
probably taken before June 1911 be-

cause he was one of the original

recipients of the new uniform.

Joe Cosley, c. 1911.

Cosley was a ranger at

Glacier National Park,

1910-1914, and was one
of the first recipients of

the new 1911 uniforms.

Photograph was taken

prior to the arrival of the

uniform. He is wearing

1910 US Army coat.

Note GNP on collar and
flower (his trademark)

painted under brim of

hat.

NPSHPC
1987

GLAC/HPF#

Cosley worked as a ranger at Glacier National Park from 1910

to 1914. He probably got to know the park and ranger routine

rather well, so well , in fact, that he returned fifteen years later

and set up his own fur business. On May 4, 1929, Ranger Joe He-

imes while on patrol one day discovered Joe's illegal camp and

staked it out. Ten hours later, as it was getting dark, Cosley re-

turned and settled in among his furs and traps. As he started to

build a fire Heimes moved in. Heimes said later that when he ap-

proached the camp, "this poacher looked a lot like Joe Cosley."

After a sleepless night and several scuffles, Heimes "managed to

bump Cosley's head against a tree and sort of knocked him coo-

coo." Cosley finally gave up when two more rangers showed up/

Superintendent Galen started investigating complaints by the

rangers at Glacier about the quality of the clothes they were getting

from Sigmund Eisner. He found such things as shirts shrinking.

One example was a shirt that required a two-inch string to connect

the collar; the tail had shrunk to about half its original length. On
another shirt, the collar opened very noticeably to one side because

of a cutting error. Apparently Eisner had also sent out two different

material samples with the same number. While they were of the

same shade, one was of a much inferior grade. Galen had priced

the better goods and found that they would cost almost twice as

much, $22.00 versus $13.00. Even so, he said, the "rangers do not
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object to paying a larger price provided they can get a durable

uniform."

William Gladstone Steel,

1915, superintendent

Crater Lake National

Park, 1913-1916.

Sunday Oregonian

Newspaper, 18 Dec, 1915

Mark Roy Daniels,

1915, general

superintendent of

parks, 1914-1915.

Daniels designed a new
uniform in 1915 that was

used concurrently with

the 1912 "Eisner" uniform.

Portland Journal, 15 April,

1915

Assistant Secretary Lewis C. Laylin wrote Eisner expressing

Galen's views and including the order for Chief Ranger Vaught's

uniform, but with only the two bottom outside pockets. This may
have been an oversight, because that

same day he ordered a uniform for

Ranger Thomas E. O'Farrell of

Mount Rainier with a coat with four

outside pockets. In fact, most of

the coats subsequently ordered un-

der the old #2 sketch had four

outside pockets.

There always seems to be some-

one who does not get the word.
Although he had been receiving the

current uniform information, Super-

intendent William R. Arant of

Crater Lake may not have passed it

along to his successor, William Glad-

stone Steel. In September 1914 Steel

wrote the secretary asking whether

there was "such a thing as an ap-

proved uniform for the Park
Rangers?" If so, he wanted to have

all of the employees in uniform for

the 1915 season.

In 1914 Mark Roy Daniels, gen-

eral superintendent of national parks

from 1913 to 1915 (a position

roughly equivalent to the later direc-

tor), in collaboration with Colonel

Brett at Yellowstone, designed and
had made up a proposed new uni-

form. Photographs were taken of

him wearing the uniform and for-

warded to the secretary for approval.

The secretary approved the new uni-

form and an inquiry was sent to

Eisner, enclosing the photographs
and material sample, requesting prices. The new material was a

blend of thirty percent cotton and seventy percent wool, then under
consideration by the War Department for Army uniforms.

zs^at

-<q>
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These photographs have not been

found. There is no way of telling what

this uniform looked like, but appar-

ently it was close enough to the one

being used for the department to

authorize its use concurrently with the

existing one from Eisner. It probably

had four pockets on the coat, since

that was the norm.

There is an unidentified photo-

graph in the Yellowstone collection

that may possibly be of this uniform.

It shows a man wearing a uniform

similar to the 1917 style, but without

pleats on the top pocket or N.P.S.

stitched on the collar. Since these are

prominent features of all coats made
between that date and 1920, it is rea-

sonable to assume it to be earlier. It

is also not one of the late "Eisner's".

Of course the man could be a tempo-

rary and wearing something that he

had made up. But it's doubtful that he

would have gone to that expense and

not have a regulation uniform made.

-

Unidentified ranger at

Yellowstone National

Park, c. 1916, wearing

what may be the uniform

designed by Mark Daniels

in 1914.

NPSHPC - YELL/13.

While the new uniform was being

considered, the department issued a regulation on January 9, 1915,

entitling employees to wear a service stripe on their sleeve for each

five years of service. Although there were a number of rangers

that would have qualified, there are no known photographs of any-

one from this period wearing these stripes.

Uniforms of the old style were still being purchased for the

upcoming season. With but few exceptions, all of these new orders

had top outside pockets, further complicating their identification.
58

On April 21, 1915, Eisner replied that it was not practical to

secure the thirty percent cotton olive drab cloth that had been pro-

posed for the new uniforms. Instead he suggested and enclosed a

sample of another material. Using this material, a coat and
breeches or trousers would cost $24.00, in either the current or

new style. Also, "in case buckskin reinforcements in uniform pho-

tographs" were ordered, there would be an extra charge of $2.00.
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UNIFORMS

NATIONAL PARK
RANGERS

DEPARTMENT

INTERIOR.

SIGMUND EISNER.

RED BANK. N. J.

Cover from a booklet of

drawings illustrating the

"Daniels" uniform. These

drawings were provided

by Sigmund Eisner in

1916 at the request of

the Director's office.

National Archives/RG 79

A complete new uniform of coat, breeches or trousers, hat

(probably Alpine style), shirt, and leather puttees would now cost

$33.75. Eisner further stated that "sketches and booklets" were be-

ing made and twelve copies would be sent to the department when
completed. There is no documentation as to when these sketches

were sent, but a letter from Eisner on February 8, 1916, complain-

ing about the lack of uniform orders "as per the enclosed circular,

which we got out for you," is accompanied by what appears to be

the label from a booklet. It is 3" by 6-1/2" and printed on a me-
dium blue paper. A note accompanies it stating: "Mr. Albright took

booklet with picture of uniforms. When returned it should be

posted here." No copy of this booklet has been found.
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In the meantime, probably wearying of the long delay in settling

the manufacture of the new uniform, Daniels contacted a supplier

(probably the B. Pasquale Company) in the San Francisco area,

since he was stationed there, to make them for the rangers. He
requested buttons for six uniforms, two dozen each of large and

small. In May 1915 Daniels proposed that the buttons be changed

from the "dark" button, then used, to one of a bright finish. He
enclosed a button with the finish he had in mind. It is unknown
whether this "bright metal" button was plated or just polished brass.

This posed a problem for the manufacturer, also, since he had to

request that a sample button be sent. There is no hard evidence

that these buttons were ever adopted, although there is a polished

brass button, of unknown provenance, in the National Park Service

collection.

The Daniels uniform (for want of a better term), while author-

ized, was not adopted as the "official" park ranger uniform. It would

seem that it was being manufactured on the West coast and the

Eisner uniform was still being made in the East, with the rangers

having the option to purchase either one. An interesting note on

this is a letter of November 17, 1915, from Richard R. Young,

assistant to Daniels, requesting buttons be sent to him to be "util-

ized in the making of uniforms for the Park Rangers in Yosemite

and Sequoia National Parks." Four months later. Supervisor Fry at

Sequoia was requesting uniforms from Eisner. The "1912" style,

originally designed by Eisner, was ordered up until at least the

summer of 1917, with pocket variations. All the orders to Eisner

refer to coats, "as per sketch #2," with or without top pockets. This

was the designation used for the "1912" Eisner coat. (This could

have applied to a sketch in the Daniels uniform booklet, but noth-

ing in the correspondence suggests

this.)

On August 25, 1916, President

Woodrow Wilson signed legislation

creating the National Park Service as

an Interior Department bureau.

Stephen T. Mather became its director

upon its organization the following

year.

Stephen Tyng Mather,

c.1915. First director of

the National Park

Service, 1916-1929

NPSHPC - William E.

Dassonville photo -

HFC/92-36
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Until this time the superintendents of the various parks, with a

few exceptions, had been allowed to set their own ranger uniform

standards. Normally, as long as they followed a vague set of guide-

lines, rangers were allowed to wear whatever uniform they wished.

Most seemed to be wearing either the Daniels or the Eisner coats.

But in Yellowstone, for instance, rangers did not wear uniforms

They more than likely wore a combination of civilian and military

clothing.

62

Yosemite rangers had been wearing military clothing, but on

July 1, 1916, under Section 125 of the National Defense Act, it

became illegal for anyone other than military personnel to wear

the uniform of the U.S. Army. This required them to order their

uniforms through the normal departmental channels. That October

Supervisor Washington B. "Dusty" Lewis wrote, "Practically nothing

in the way of Army uniform clothing has been purchased recently

by the ranger force of this park, a uniform of a color similar to

that of the forestry green having been adopted." Because of the

proximity of the park to San Francisco, one would think that they

were using the Daniels uniform and that it would have been olive

drab. It is not known whether the rangers had begun purchasing

their uniforms from the Hastings Clothing Company at this time,

but more than likely the new forest green clothing came from that

establishment. As with so many of the uniforms being used by the

parks, nothing is known as to style.

Washington B. "Dusty"

Lewis, 1921.

Superintendent, Yosemite

National Park,

1917-1928, with wife

Bernice and son Carl.

Lewis was one of the

people instrumental in

standardizing the uniform

of the National Park

Service.

NPSHPC - HFC/92-21
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The supervisors and rangers from the various parks were be-

coming eager for a regulation uniform to be adopted. While in

Washington at a national parks conference in early 1917, they made
sketches for a proposed new regulation uniform for the Service.

Supervisors Lewis (Yosemite) and Dewitt L. Raeburn (Mount
Rainier) then held an informal discussion with the quartermaster

general's office concerning the possibility of having the Army make
up uniforms for the National Park Service. There seemed to be no
problem with this, provided the transactions were handled officially

between the departments. Lewis later forwarded material samples

and sketches of a coat design that "conflicts in no way with army
uniforms," requesting the Service to make the necessary arrange-

ments. He figured the rangers could save "50% or more" on the

cost of their uniforms.

Drawing of 1917
National Park Service

uniform illustrating

worked N.P.S. on collar.

NA/RG 79

Acting Superintendent of Parks Joseph J. Cotter pursued the

matter with the quartermaster general. He stated that the Service's

needs would be small: "we will not have over seventy-five employees

in the field at anytime in the near future." But the quartermaster

general declined to become involved, noting that "under present

conditions this Department is taxed to its utmost capacity in meet-

ing the requirements of the Army." He did furnish the names of

the uniform companies supplying the Army.

With the Army declining to assist in uniform procurement, the

National Park Service fell back on the old method of supply, with

the parks purchasing uniforms from Sigmund Eisner through the

department or on their own from local suppliers. In a May letter

to Chief Ranger L. Claude Way, Rocky Mountain National Park,
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L. Claude Way, Stanley

Field, Rocky Mountain
National Park, 1916.

Way was superintendent

at park, 1917-1921. He
is wearing a U.S. Army

uniform with civilian

buttons.

Left to Right:

Alfred Dearborn; Way;
acting superintendent

Charles R. Trowbridge.

NPSHPC - ROM011610

Acting Director Horace M. Albright reviewed the department's

uniform purchasing history and stated: "Blue print No. 2 shows the

style of coat which the contractor has been furnishing, except that

no top outside pockets are included. The other drawing is one that

was gotten up by several of the supervisors when in Washington."

The former drawing is the one made by Eisner in 1912. The latter

was located in correspondence relating to the changing the uniform

design in 1928. This copy of the 1917 uniform drawing was altered

probably in 1920 when the N.P.S. was eliminated from the collar.

In a letter to Eisner dated May 7, 1917, Albright wrote: "You

have heretofore furnished uniforms to rangers in the National Park

Service [and] with the exception of minor pocket modifications,

modeled the coats in conformity with a drawing submitted at one

time, designated 'Fig. 2.' The enclosed drawing represents a style

of coat which is considered more distinctive and better adapted to

the needs of the National Park Service than the one now being

used." This "new design" coat had a convertible collar, four outside

patch pockets with the top pockets having pleats, and a half belt

in back. This style of coat was adopted by the 1920 regulations.

The existing blueprint shows that the department simply crossed

out the stitched N.P.S. requirement on the print before sending it

out to the suppliers. The material was still to be olive drab wool.
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Half-belt in back

Top: Pleated pocket

Bottom: Plain pocket

Both with scalloped flaps

Cuff applied to sleeve

1919 National Park Service ranger uniform. Forest green with N.P.S. on collar.
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Legs contain buckskin reinforcement

on inside. This was an option.

Otherwise, reinforcement was of same
material as breeches.

Breeches contain two rear pockets, two side

(front) pockets and a watch pocket in waistband.

Waistband equipped for either belt or braces

(suspenders)

• •.;.--> *:.'.-v;'V..".. SSSK

Coat button

Coat, NPSHC - YELUCat#1648
Breeches, NPSCH - YELL/Cat#1649
NPSHPC - HFC/92-5

Rangers had the option of

having either buttons or

lacing at bottom of legs.

N.P.S. on convertible collar, worked in

bronze thread
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1917
National Park Service Uniform

There are a coat and breeches in the Yellowstone collection

that match the above description, except that they are forestry

green wool. These were almost certainly made in 1919, because

that was the only year that the official ranger uniform was forest

green with N.P.S. stitched on the collar.

Eisner priced this new uniform, consisting of coat, breeches,

shirt, leather puttees, and "alpine" hat, at $28.75. There were op-

tions, such as trousers instead of breeches, buttons on the breeches

instead of laces, etc., that would raise or lower the basic cost some-

what.
68
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Alex Sparrow,

superintendent at

Crater Lake National

Park, 1917-1923.

Photograph was taken

prior to receiving his new
uniform in 1918.

Courtesy of Oregon
Historical Society

#87191

At this same time parks were ap-

parently ordering uniforms from other

suppliers, because requests were com-
ing in for more NPS buttons than

would have been lost through attri-

tion. These buttons were being
furnished by Eisner but manufactured

by the Waterbury Button Company in

Waterbury, Connecticut, with Eisner's

back stamp.

In January 1918 Superintendent

Alex Sparrow of Crater Lake ordered

a new uniform through the director's

office. "Please remind them that the

Coat is to be the New and improved

style adopted by the Park Service," he

wrote. This was apparently the design

developed during the national park

conference in Washington a year ear-

lier. An item not included on previous

uniforms was the addition of N.P.S. in

half-inch letters "worked on the collar
70

with thread the same color as the buttons." This was worked on
the convertible collar so that it showed when the collar was worn
in either mode. This is evidenced by the blueprint, photographs,

and the existing 1919 coat in the Yellowstone collection. The letters

were on the collar near and parallel to the outside edge.

The Bancroft Library photograph collection contains two pho-

tographs showing rangers at Yosemite wearing coats of this period.

One of the photographs, undated but probably taken in 1917 or

1918, shows nine rangers wearing an assortment of coats portraying

the latitude accorded the rangers at the time. The ranger on the

left has a coat with pockets like the 1907 Forest Service pattern.

Ranger Gaylar in the center has his collar buttoned up, military

fashion, with what must be the letters N.P.S. stitched on the collar,

as described above, or possibly a set of the N.P.S. insignia pur-

chased by Supervisor Lewis in 1916. The remaining rangers all

appear to be wearing the same style coat, although there are vari-

ations in the cut. This is odd because it is supposed that during

this time all of Yosemite's ranger uniforms were being made by

the same company. It is possible, of course, that the differences

represent options. They all have the pleated top pockets, but there

are differences in the cut of the coat skirts, pockets, etc.
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Another interesting feature is the badge worn by all but one. It

is a very small badge, about the size of that later worn by park

superintendents, while that on the third ranger from the left ap-

pears to be a large two-inch badge like those previously worn. It

is not known at this time what the small badge looked like. The
rangers in Yellowstone and Yosemite were issued this badge, but

it is not known if any of the other parks received it.

It is difficult to tell from the photograph, but there appears to

be something on the collars of the rangers, probably the above-

mentioned stitched N.P.S.

While all the rangers are wearing basically the same hat, each

has his own blocking method. The hatbands appear to be of a

lighter shade. Probably the grosgrain ribbon that came with the

hat.

Nine rangers, Yosemite
National Park, c. 1917.

This image shows the

variety of cuts to uniform

coats within the park

even though all of the

uniforms were supposed
to be coming from the

same manufacturer.

Left to Right:

(?); Forrest Townsley,

chief ranger; (?); Billy

Nelson; A. Jack Gaylar;

Ansel Hall, chief

naturalist; (?); Charles

Adair; (?)

Courtesy of the Bancroft

Library/University of

California

Another photograph from Yosemite shows Superintendent Le-

wis with eight of his rangers mounted on horses in 1918. Lewis is

wearing a military cut coat, again with something applied to his

collar. In this case, though, it is almost certainly a set of his N.P.S.

insignia. Ranger Gaylar, third from left, has his collar open on his

coat. This would probably date the previous photograph as being

later, but not necessarily. The only badge in evidence is the one

worn by Chief Ranger Forest Townsley, second from left.

What really makes this image interesting is the appearance of

Temporary Ranger Claire Marie Hodges, third from right. She was

the first woman ranger and one of two women who filled ranger

positions left vacant in 1918 by men going into the Army. Helene
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Nine mounted rangers

at Yosemite National

Park, c. 1918. Claire

Hodges (3rd from right)

is the first woman to be

hired to work as a ranger

in a national park.

Left to Right:

Washington B. Lewis,

superintendent; Forrest

Townsley, chief ranger;

Jack Gaylar; Lloyd; (?);

Charlie Adair; Claire

Marie Hodges, temporary

ranger; Skelton; McNabb.

NPSHPC - HFC/92-6

Wilson at Mount Rainier National Park was the other. While Miss

Wilson basically worked at the main gate checking in traffic, Miss

Hodges did actual ranger patrol. Most early women in the parks

were either guides or ranger-naturalists. From the photographs and

lack of data to the contrary, it would appear that there were no
uniform guidelines for female employees of the Service.

Up to this time the only deviation officially allowed the rangers

was to have the coat cut either military or standard, although trou-

sers instead of breeches were permitted in some cases. When
Superintendent Walter W. Payne of Glacier requested "ordinary

sack coat and trousers" in April 1918, Assistant Director Albright

replied, "clothing worn by rangers while on patrol duty, or where

they will come in contact with tourists, [should] be the same in all

parks and to that end a uniform of distinctive type has been de-

signed (blueprint of which is herewith enclosed) for use by all

rangers." When ordering new clothing, Albright wrote, rangers

should be required "to have the coat made of the approved design

with the ordinary long trousers or riding breeches." Although there

was no objection to them using a more expensive material, he

feared that "should they be called upon in an emergency to fight

fire or do other work they will be reluctant to use their best efforts,

where if they wore a durable cloth which cost less money their

minds would be on their work and better results would be ob-

tained."
73
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As many photographs from the

parks testify, rangers were required to

wear the uniform only when they

would come in contact with the public.

Apparently to save wear and tear on

the expensive uniform, at other times

they wore only their badges to denote

who they were.

The military cut was not shown as

an alternative on the uniform blue-

print Albright sent Glacier in April

1918. The clerk in charge at Glacier

wrote the director that "Rangers

Beebe, Cooper and Thiri have already

received clothes, the suits being of a

military cut coat and riding breeches."

He asked if it was "compulsory for

them to order another uniform of the

National Park design at this time." Di-

rector Mather replied that as long as

the military cut did not overly resem-

ble the Army uniform, it could be

worn. If it did, alterations would have

to be made.

Horace Marden
Albright, superintendent

of Yellowstone National

Park, 1919-1929. For all

his passion for

Servicewide uniformity,

Albright is shown
wearing an A-typical

uniform coat in this 1919

image. All four pockets

are pleated and the coat

utilizes plain civilian

buttons.

Courtesy of Montana
Historical Society -

J.E. Haynes Photo -

H 19006

There were complaints during this

period regarding the tardiness of uniform deliveries from Sigmund
Eisner, which was one of the prime contractors for U.S. Army uni-

forms. "Undoubtedly you understand that we are pressed

continually by Government demands, and our shops and facilities

are crowded to the limit because of present War conditions," Eisner

responded to an inquiry. This no doubt resulted in many ranger

uniforms being ordered from other suppliers, but no record of these

purchases can be found in the official files because only the Eisner

orders were placed through the director's office.

Word must have gotten out concerning the problem of delivery,

because 1918 brought inquiries from numerous companies request-

ing "National Park Service specifications" and "fashion plates."

Schocnbrun & Company stated that it had received orders from

the rangers at the "National Glazier [sic] Park." Mather's reply in-

cluded a blueprint of the authorized uniform. He stated that it was

to be "made of the olive drab material similar to that used for the

Army" and that the "letters N.P.S. are to be worked on the collar

with thread the same color as the buttons (bronze)." He further
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stated that if the company cared to submit cloth samples and prices,

it would be given "careful consideration" in the event of future

orders from other parks
76

In February 1919 an interesting correspondence began concern-

ing some surplus uniforms from the United States Shipping Board,

Emergency Fleet Corporation. Two weeks before the armistice

Maj. Norman MacLeod, head of the plant protection section, had

received 1,134 uniforms for guards at shipbuilding plants. Now that

they were no longer needed, they were offered to the National Park

Service at $12. (They had originally cost $16.) MacLeod forwarded

a sample uniform. Mather thought it might be good enough for

temporary rangers, but Assistant Director Albright and Superinten-

dent Lewis of Yosemite thought that the cut and color were wrong.

It was decided to forego the offer, and the sample uniform was

returned.

Chester A. Lindsley,

acting superintendent,

Yellowstone National

Park, 1916-1919.

Although Horace M.

Albright was
superintendent, his

duties as "field assistant"

to Mather required much
of his time, thus day to

day running of the park

fell to Lindsley.

NPSHPC - HFC/92-3

In April 1919 Washington decided to change the color of the

Park Service uniforms from olive drab to forest ereen with the trou-

sers or breeches a shade lighter than the coat. The procedure of

obtaining material samples and prices was begun at once. It was

during this period that the coat in the Yellowstone collection was

made. Since the only change noted in the correspondence is the

color, this is almost certainly the pattern of coat referred to in

Albright's letter to Superintendent Payne at Glacier a year earlier.

Also, the "shade lighter" provision for trousers and breeches must

have been dropped since the Yellowstone coat and breeches are

the same color and there is no evidence that it was ever adopted.

One problem that had plagued the Service from the beginning

was that of uniforming the temporary seasonal employees. Because

of their low pay and short service,

most parks made uniforms optional

for these people, although uniforms

were encouraged. In May 1919 Super-

intendent Lewis, who seemed to be

the guiding light with respect to uni-

forming the rangers, had a sample suit

made up from a "moleskin" material

by the Hasting Clothing Company.
This firm had been making Yosemite's

uniforms for the past three years. It

was an inexpensive alternative to the

regular uniform, costing $20 ($17.50 in

quantity) versus $50. He forwarded it

to the director for his opinion. The
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suit was then passed around the parks

for comment, all of which was favor-

able. Acting Superintendent Chester

A. Lindsley of Yellowstone did ques-

tion why the N.P.S. was not sewn on
the collar and asked if this could be

waived. Albright replied that it could

"be procured for very small extra

charge. Cannot be waived.
,79

On September 5, 1919, Lewis sent

the director a sample N.P.S. collar in-

signia. It was one of a number he had

made at the Meyers Military Shop in

Washington, D.C., three years before.

He offered it for consideration in re-

placing the stitched-in N.P.S. The
insignia consisted of a bar with the let-

ters N.P.S. so it could be attached as

a unit. It is not clear whether the let-

ters were applied to the bar or

whether the whole was a single piece

of metal. Acting Director Arno B.

Cammerer responded critically.

"There are a number of serious defects

in the design, which is a stock-cut proposition put out in the cheap-

est possible way for the largest gain," he wrote Lewis. He noted

that the War Department had some of the best artists working on
new lettered insignia for the military and thought that some of

these designs had distinct possibilities for the Service. He figured

that once a standard insignia design had been arrived at and a

master die cut, "we can have as many specimens cut as we want in

the future."
80

Chauncey E. "Chance"
Beebe, ranger at

Glacier National Park,

1920. Chance is wearing

one of the first uniforms

of the new 1920 Model.

The new insignia and
badges had not been
issued at the time of the

photograph.

NPSHPC -

GLACIHPF#2681

At the annual superintendents' conference on November 18,

1919, at Denver, Colorado, proposed regulations were submitted

for uniforming the National Park Service. A committee meeting

was held at which the proposed regulations were gone over and

reported on. These proposals were the basis for the official regu-

lations promulgated in 1920. At the end of the conference, there

were still some details to be cleared up concerning the uniforms.

Lewis and Charles P. Punchard, Park Service landscape engineer,

with apparently Assistant Director Cammerer advising, were as-

signed this task.
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The original specification submitted at the conference called for

"a five button sack coat." Punchard called Cammerer's attention to

the fact that this should read "a four button sack coat inasmuch as
81

the collar was voted upon to be non-convertible."

By February 1920 the regulations were ready for submission to

the secretary for his approval. On March 20 Director Mather signed

the first "official" regulations covering the rangers employed in the

national parks servicewide. The park personnel covered by these

regulations had to uniform themselves no later than July 1. Al-

though not spelled out in the regulations, ranger badges of a new
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and approved design were being manufactured and the old badges

were to be replaced sometime in May.

The guardians of our national parks had at last come of age.

No longer would they be just a collection of men in search of an

identity, not knowing from year to year what their next uniform

would look like, or even what color it would be. This must have

been very gratifying to men like Walter Fry, Washington Lewis,

and the others who had struggled through the early years to raise

the Service to the level of the sacrifices being made by the men in

it.



Photo File
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Here are a couple more images purported to be Harry Yount.

North from Berthoud

Pass, Colorado, 1874.

Photograph was taken

during the 1874 Hayden
Geological Survey by

William Henry Jackson. It

is one of Jackson's most

famous images, but

unfortunately he failed to

identify the individual.

However it has been
passed down through

the years as Harry

Yount. Yount was a

guide on the expedition

and would have been at

the site when the

photograph was taken.

National Archives/NA

57-HS-526

C. 1880s

Harry Yount, Hunter.

This image is also

purported to be Harry

Yount.

NPSHPC - (YELL) -

HFC/91-24

C. 1890'S

Soldiers starting out on patrol,

Yosemite National Park.

NPSHPC - YOSE/7933
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Beginning with the hiring of civilian rangers in 1898, to patrol

the parks, the military was phased out. However, the Army re-

mained in Yellowstone National Park until the formation of the

National Park Service in 1916.

1888

Soldiers at Soldier

Station, Yellowstone

National Park.

NPSHPC - HFC19 1-34

C. 1890s

Troop "I", 4th US
Cavalry at "General

Grant", Giant Forest,

Sequoia National Park.

NPSHPC - HFC/92-30
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1899

The Fallen Monarch
with Troop F, Sixth

Cavalry, U.S.A.,

Mariposa Big Tree

Grove, California. This

is located in Yosemite

National Park.

NPSHPC - YOSE/WML
230

1902

Four Swaties going
fishing, Yellowstone.

8/24/1902. "Swaties" was
apparently a term used »^

to describe soldiers in

the park.

NPSHPC - YELL/65,367

,

Soldier on horseback,

Yellowstone

NPSHPC - YELL/65,323
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1905

Soldier Station at Soda
Butte. Here are soldiers

clowning around at their

Yellowstone National

Park station.

NPSHPC - YELL/1488

C. 1900

LA. Myrick. Myrick is

shown on duty at

Battlement Mesa
Reserve, when the

reserves were still uder

the Department of the

Interior. At this time, the

men that worked in the

parks and the reserves

were called "Forest

Rangers".

Courtesy of the Forest

Service I 12299
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c. 1910

Soldiers in woodpile at

Fort Yellowstone,

Yellowstone National

Park.

NPSHPC - YELL/65,381

c. 1911

Machine gun squad at

Mammoth, Yellowstone.

NPSHPC - YELL/65,326

ft' m"-

% 4
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C. 1902

Rangers at Sequoia
National Park, c. 1902.

This is a companion shot

of one with the rangers

dismounted.

NPSHPC - SEQUI101.03

C. 1902

Ranger Lew Davis (2nd

from left) with other men
(temporary rangers?) at a

fallen giant in General

Grant National Park.

General Grant is now
part of Sequoia National

Park.

National Archives/

RG-48-R51-7A-9
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Left: 1905

Dedication of the Odd
Fellows Tree in Giant

Forest, Sequoia
National Park, 1905.

Left to Right:

(?); (?); (?); Harry Britten;

Ernest Britten; Milo

Decker (on ladder);

Walter Fry; (?).

NPSHPC - HFC/36

Right: 1910

William Frank Arant,

1910, superintendent

1902-1913, Crater Lake
National Park. This

picture postcard was
taken at Anna Creek

Falls.

NPSHPC - CRLA - B.B.

Bakowski photo -

HFC19 1-21

1908

William Frank Arant,

(superintendent

1902-1913), and Henry
Momyer, Crater Lake

National Park.

Photograph was taken at

time of rescue of Mrs.

Coperthwaite and Anna
Haight, who had become
lost and spent the night

in the woods near the

Kerr Notch area.

NPSHPC - CRLA -

Dewey Huffman photo -

HFC191 -17

T«TI
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1910

Harry Trisam, park

scout, Yellowstone

National Park. Scouts

(rangers) did not wear
uniforms at Yellowstone

until after the formation

of the National Park

Service in 1916.

NPSHPC - George
Petrach photo -

HFC/71-45-2

1910

Here is another

photograph of Joe

Cosley taken prior to his

receiving his new 1911

uniform.

NPSHPC -

GU\CIHPF#1989
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1911

Five rangers of the

Grand Canyon Station

winter patrol,

Yellowstone National

Park.

NPSHPC - George
Petrach photo -

HFC/91-36

1912

Soldiers and guide at

Silvan Pass Station,

Yellowstone National

Park.

Left to right:

Miller & Krebs, Troop E,

1st U.S. Cavalry; Carl

Sorenson, guide; Roy
(Tex) Wisdom, 1st

Cavalry; Denny Start,

trapper (dressed in Tex's

Army uniform)

NPSHPC - George
Petrach photo -

HFC/93-403
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1908

Crater Lake National

Park headquarters at

Annie Spring, c. 1908.

William Frank Arant,

1908, superintendent

1902-1913, is at left.

Courtesy of the Oregon
Historical Society I OrHi

87263

F rice or the
S PERINTEHOEHT

TOP „no REGISTER

1915

William Gladstone

Steel, superintendent

1913-1916, standing in

front of the

superintendent's office at

Crater Lake National

Park, 1915.

Courtesy of Klamath

County Museum
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1915

William Gladstone

Steel, superintendent,

1913-1916, and Henry
Momyer greeting visitors

at superintendent's office,

Crater Lake National

Park, c. 1915. It's

interesting to note that

while this image appears

to be earlier than the

previous one (branches

on tree), the flagpole is

missing.

Courtesy of Klamath

County Museum

1915

William Gladstone Steel

(left), superintendent,

1913-1916, and Henry
Momyer (right) greet

visitors at

superintendent's office,

Crater Lake National

Park, 1915. This image is

from an old colored

lantern slide in the Crater

Lake collection. (CRLA
#3236)

NPSHPC - CRLA -

HFC/92-0042
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Left: 1915

Dan Doody. Doody was one of the

first six rangers at Glacier National

Park.

NPSHPC - GLAC/HPF# 9463

Right: 1915

Henry Momyer, 1915. Momyer was
the first ranger (1918) at Crater Lake

National Park, to wear a uniform. Even

after uniforms were procured, rangers

were not required to wear them

unless their duties brought them into

contact with the public.

Courtesy of Oregon Historical Society

- OrHi 87267

1916

Ranger at Crater Lake National Park.

Courtesy of Klamath County Museum
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The first rangers in

Yosemite. In 1914, the

administration and
protection of Yosemite

National Park was
transferred from the

military to civilian

employees of the

Department of the

Interior, with Mark
Daniels as

superindendent. The 200
soldiers were replaced

by 5 permanent and 10

temporary rangers.

NPSHPC - George Fiske

photo - YOSE#YM23,451

1917

Ranger at cabin near

North Boundary, Crater

Lake National Park, c.

1917. At this time the

trail lead to Diamond
Lake.

NPSHPC CRLA -

FC/91-19
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Left: 1917

Forrest Townsley, c.

1917, Yosemite National

Park. There is something

on his collar. Could be

N.P.S. per regulations, or

one of Lewis' brass

ornaments. The two

rangers in the rear are

wearing the small round

badge.

Courtesy of Bancroft

Library, University of

California

Right: 1918

Mr. Cooper and Chance
Beebe in front of Cut

Bank Ranger Station,

1918, Glacier National

Park.

NPSHPC - GLACIHPF#
93994

1917

Scouts starting out on
foot on winter patrol to

interior of park,

Yellowstone National

Park, 1917. Jim Brooks
(left) and Raymond G.

Little.

Courtesy of Montana
Historical Society -

Haynes Foundation

Collection / H-17415
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C. 1917

Alex Sparrow,

superintendent,

1917-1923, Crater Lake

National Park, with his

horse "The Imp".

NPSHPC - CRLA -

HFC192-1

1918

Eastern entrance to

Crater Lake, Crater

Lake National Park, c.

1918. This entrance is

no longer used.

NPSHPC - CRLA -

HFC191 -21
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C. 1919

Jimmy Branlner, c.

1919, ranger, Mount
Rainier National Park.

Branlner, on his horse
"Bud", along with

another ranger at

Carbon Glacier.

NPSHPC - MORA/3639

-

1920

John Wenger, 1920,

ranger, Yosemite

National Park. Small

badage appears on his

left shirt pocket. Image is

from the collection of

Mrs. Virginia Best Adams
(wife of Ansel Adams).

Courtesy of Virginia Best

Adams - (HFC/93-96)
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A. Jack Gaylar, 1920,

ranger, Yosemite

National Park.

NPSHPC - HFC/93-358

Milo S. Decker and
Walter Fry, c. 1920.

Both men, Fry as

superintendent and
Decker as ranger,

worked at Sequoia

National Park. As can be

seen from their dress,

they undoubtedly were

not meeting the public,

at least I hope. Fry coat

appears to be regulation,

but doesn't have any

type of identification on
it. Decker's appears to

also be a uniform coat,

although in pretty bad
shape. Some sort of

ornament appears on his

collar.

Courtesy of the Bancroft

Library, University of

California, Berkeley

¥#-.





Appendix A

The following rangers purchased uniforms from Sigmund Eisner

through the office of the Secretary of the Interior 1911-1920

CRATER LAKE NATIONAL PARK

1918

Momyer, Henry E.

1919

Momyer, Henry E.

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

1911

Brewster, Horace

Burns, William

Cosley, Joseph C.

Doody, Daniel

Doll, Frank G.

Graves, J.C.

Henke, G.R.

Hutchens, Henry W.
McCabe, H.F.

Pierce, Frank

Prince, Joseph E.

Reynolds, Albert

Stevenson, Frank M.
Thompson, H.C.

Vaught, Haney E.

1912

Chapman, R.H.

Cosley, Joseph C.

Doll, Frank G.

Doody, Daniel

Dovel, D.B.

Graves, J.C.

Hutchings, Henry W.
Keys, E.A
Prince, Joseph E.

Stevenson, Frank

Thompson, H.C.

Vaught, Haney E.
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1913

Bellah, Cyrus C.

Cavanaugh, William J.

Cosley, Joseph C.

Doody, Daniel

Graves, J.C.

Hutchings, Henry W.
Nelson, P.A.

Vaught, Haney E.

1914

Doody, Daniel

Gephart, D.C.

Morrison, Edward U.

Nelson, P.A.

Vaught, Haney E.

1915

Brewster, Horace

Darrington, W. J.

Gephart, D.C.

Graves, J.C.

Morrison, Edward U.

1916

Brewster, Horace

Darrington, W.J.

Gibb, Walter Scott

O'brien, Frank M.

1918

Beebe, Chauncey E.

Cooper

Darrington, W.J.

Hockett, H.C.

Payne, W.W.
Thiri

1919

Hockett, H.C.

1920

Beebe, Chauncey E.

Brewster, Horace

Butterfield, W.C.

Cunningham, Harvey J.

Darrington, W.J.

Gibb, Walter Scott

Hockett, H.C.

Labreche, Charles A.

Lund, Alex

O'Brien, Frank M.
O'Connor, John

Sullivan, Thomas J.

Swetnam, Edgar M.
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MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK

1911

Estes, Samuel

Greer, Harry G.

O'Farrell, Thomas E.

Phipps, C.E.

Swetnam, Edgar M.

1914

O'Farrell, Thomas E.

Rosso, Rudolph L.

1916

Barnett, Philip E.

Coffee, John

Coffee, William B.

Duncan, Archie

Flett, John B.

1912

Barrett, Philip E.

Clifford, Earl

Greer, Harry G.

O'Farrell, Thomas E.

1915

Flett, John B.

O'Farrell, Thomas E.

Rosso, Rudolph L.

Greer, Frank

Grunigen, John C. Von
O'Farrell, Thomas E.

Rosso, Rudolph L.

Stafford, William L.

SEQUOIA & GENERAL GRANT NATIONAL PARKS

1911 1912

Fry, Walter

1913

Blossom, Charles W.
Decker, Milo S.

Fry, Walter

Grunigen, J.G. von

Keller, Carl W.

Blossom, Charles W.
Britten, U.T.

Decker, Milo S.

Fry, Walter

Grunigen, J.G. von

Keller, Carl W.

1914

Blossom, Charles W
Decker, Milo S.

Dillon, R.F.

Fry, Walter

Grunigen, J.G. von

Keller, Carl W.
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1916 1917

Decker, Milo S. Fry, Walter

Foster, Joseph E.

Fry, Walter

Keller, Carl W.

1920

Fry, Walter

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

1912 1913

Gaylor, A.J. Gaylor, A.J.

Leonard, A.C.

Salter, Nelson L.

1914 1915

Gaylor, A.J. Bell, George V.

Prien, Oliver R. Gaylar, A.J.

Sovulewski, Gabriel

1916

Bell, George V.

Gaylar, A.J.

Lewis, M.B.

Sovulewski, Gabriel



Appendix B

National Park Conference Notes, 28 November 1919

Uniforms

The decision was reached that all officers and rangers, and other

employees of the service, were (sic) practicable, should wear a

uniform, which should consist of straight-brimmed, broad-brimmed

hat similar to the J.B. Stetson Astral. The brim should be stiff enough

to maintain a straight shape and not curl at the edges.

Uniform should furthermore consist of grey flannel shirt with soft

standup collar of same material with dark green four-in-hand string

tie, rather narrow.

The trowsers should be duck-backed for temporary rangers, who
will not be required to buy full uniforms but must wear duckback(?)

trowsers of riding cut.

Brown shoes must be worn, preferably of Army shape, and leather

leggings. Preference was expressed for the cordovan shade of brown.

The officers, however, are to have choice of leggings and

boots—May wear either leather leggings, spiral leggings, or riding

boots. Can not wear high laced boots and or canvas leggings except

where they now have them and wish to wear them out. For State

occasions the superintendents must wear the leather legging in

conformity with the standard for rangers.

It was the sense of the meeting that superintendents and

custodians should wear their uniforms at all meetings where public

business is transacted outside the park.

The cloth to be used is included in the material already sub-mitted

by Mr. Punchard, as well as the cut of the clothes.
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The coat is to remain the same.

The Government will furnish all insignia, just as is done with the

ranger badge. A deposit should be taken from the ranger to protect

the Government against loss.

The insignia was approved as submitted.

Service Stripe

The service stripe shall take into consideration service in the parks

under the War or Interior Departments from the time of first

connection with the parks in either of these Departments, for those

now in the service.

The stripes shall date back to to(sic) the beginning of every man's

service who is now in the Bureau.

Service stars - Mr. Punchard's outline was changed. It was decided

that the stars should be all silver.

A 2" by 1/8" black braid stripe for one year; silver star for each

five years.

It was voted to adopt turn-down collar for coat.

Grey shirt for ordinary use; plain white shirt for superintendents

on special occasions. Green tie on all occasions.

Just as soon as we return to Washington we will begin looking

into places were(sic) we can get uniforms. Eisner has failed and the

superintendents were against continuing to buy from him.

Mr. Fry suggested that possible Fichheimmer(sic) Brothers of

Cincinnati could supply the uniforms.

No new uniform shall be purchased and put into use after July 1

which does not agree with the adopted standard uniform.

Those people who have presentable uniforms should have until

the end of the coming field season before being compelled to change

to new type. This covers only trowsers and coats. All other material

belonging to old uniforms must be discarded after July 1. It can,

however, be worn next winter. Anything that can be worn during the

winter should be worn out now and not after July 1.



Appendix C

1920 - National Park Service Uniform Regulations

Regulations Governing the Use of the National Park Service

Uniform by Officers and Rangers of the National Park Service

(1) The standard uniform for officers of the National Park Service

shall consist of:

(a) Coat of forestry serge 12 to 14 oz.; four button sack; either

open or English convertible collar; pinch back and half belt in back;

two breast pockets, pleated; two side pockets, bellows; all outside

pockets with flaps fastened with Service buttons.

(b) Riding breeches of same material; two side and two hip pockets

and watch pocket; a double seat; with or without leather

reinforcement inside knees; buttoned at knee opening.

(c) Leather puttees and shoes to match, tan or cordovan color, latter

preferred, except on dress occasions, when leather puttees are

prescribed. Either spiral puttees or tan riding boots may be worn as

a part of uniform.

(d) Service hat - Stetson, either stiff or cardboard brim, "belly"

color.

(e) Shirt - grey wool or white shirt and collar.

(f) Tie - dark green four-in-hand.

(g) Collar ornaments, sleeve insignia and service stripes as

herein-after prescribed.

(h) Overcoat of forestry cloth 16 to 20 oz.; five button ulster type,

double breasted, English convertible collar; diagonal side pockets,

pinch back with half belt and back vented from waist.
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(2) Officers in the field service of the National Parks to whom are

referred in these regulations as authorized to wear the officers

uniform of the service are those employees holding appointments

under the following designations;

Superintendents Supervisors

Assistant Superintendents Assistant Supervisors

Engineers Foresters

Assistant Engineers Clerks

and such other employees as the Director of the National Park Service

may from time to time authorize.

(3) The standard uniform for Park Rangers shall be the same as

prescribed for officers with the following exceptions:

(a) Coat and riding breeches to be made of forestry cloth 16 to 18

oz. instead of forestry serge.

(b) Overcoat of forestry cloth 16 to 20 oz., four button mackinaw

type, English convertible collar, half belt in back.

(4) While temporary rangers are not required to equip themselves

with the standard ranger uniform, its use by them is encouraged. In

lieu of the standard uniform all temporary rangers, before reporting

for duty, or as soon afterward as practicable, will provide themselves

with the following prescribed temporary ranger uniform.

Riding breeches - Dux back

Puttees - leather, tan or cordovan color, preferably latter

Shoes - to match puttees

Shirt - grey wool

Tie - dark green four-in-hand

Hat - Stetson - either stiff or cardboardbrim, "belly" color.

Collar ornaments and sleeve insignia as prescribed under paragraphs

5 and 9.

(5) The collar ornament prescribed for all officers and rangers of

the Service shall be the standard NPS service device containing the

letters US , the various NPS

NPS service units to be differentiated as follows:

(a) All officers, device of gold,

(b) Chief Ranger, device of silver,
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(c) Asst. Chief Rangers, device of silver,

(d) Park Rangers, device of silver,

(e) Park Rangers, Temporary, device of bronze.

(6) The sleeve insignia for the Director of the National Park

Service shall consist of a single gold star surrounded by four maple

leaves, the whole surrounded by a circular frame. The entire device

to be embroidered on forestry serge, the star in gold, the leaves in

dark green, and the circular frame in light green silk.

(7) The sleeve insignia for the Assistant Director of the National

Park Service shall be the same as that prescribed for the Director

except that the star shall be of silver color instead of gold.

(8) Oak leaves have been adopted as the basic insignia of the field

service other than Rangers, for sleeve insignia. Upon all are

superimposed devices designating the particular division of the field

service to which the officer is attached. The various designations shall

be as follows:

Superintendents - three leaves with three acorns superimposed

Asst. Supts. - two leaves with two acorns superimposed

Engineers - three leaves with T-square and triangle

Asst. Engineers - two leaves with T-square and triangle

Foresters - three leaves with crossed axes

Chief Electricians - three leaves with lightening bolt

Asst. Electricians - two leaves with lightening bolt

Clerks - two leaves with ink bottle and quill

(a) Officers' sleeve insignia shall be embroidered on forestry serge.

(9) The Sequoia cone and foliage have been adopted as the basic

insignia for the Park Ranger Service for sleeve insignia, the

differentiation in rank being indicated by the number of cones. The
various designations shall be as follows:

Chief Ranger - three cones with foliage

Asst. Chief Rangers - two cones with foliage

Rangers - one cone with foliage

Temporary Rangers - foliage only

(a) Sleeve insignia of the Ranger Service shall be embroidered on

forestry cloth..

(10) All Rangers shall be in uniform when on duty at park

headquarters during the tourist season, when on official business
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either inside or outside of the park, and on any other occasion as

directed by the Superintendent of the park to which they are attached.

In addition to this the use of the uniform is encouraged on all

occasions where contact is had with the public either on or off duty

where the nature of the duties being performed makes it practicable.

(11) Superintendents, Assistant Superintendents, Engineers, and

Assistant Engineers shall wear the uniform at all times when on duty

during the tourist season and shall be required to transact all business

either inside or outside of the park in uniform except when on duty

in the District of Columbia, or as may be otherwise directed by the

Director of the National Park Service.

(12) Other officers of the field service will not for the present be

required to supply themselves with or wear the uniform but its use

by all above included is urged so far as practicable.

(13) Collar ornaments shall be worn in pairs, one device on either

side of coat or shirt collar.

(14) Sleeve insignia shall be worn on the upper right arm of coat

or shirt.

(15) A service stripe of black braid 1/8" wide by 2 inches long,

shall be allowed for each completed year of service, and a silver

embroidered star for each completed five years. Service insignia shall

be worn on the cuff of the left hand sleeve of coat, overcoat or shirt.

(16) Collar ornaments and sleeve and service insignia will be

furnished by the Service upon requisition of the various park

superintendents.

(17) These regulations shall be made applicable to officers and

employees at Hot Springs Reservation with such modifications as in

the discretion of the Director of the National Park Service may be

appropriate.

(18) The above regulations shall become effective on July 1, 1920,

but all officers and rangers are urged to supply themselves with

complete uniform equipment at the earliest possible date.

Approved:

(sgd) Stephen T. Mather

Director, National Park Service

March 20, 1920



Appendix D

The following are corrections and additions to book Number 1,

"Badges and Insignia - 1894-1991", that have come to light since its

publication.

BOOK 1 - "Badges"

Page 7: On April 13, 1936, Office Order No. 324 authorized the

round gold-plated badge for the use of superintendents and

custodians. This badge had formally been used by the directors but

had been idle since 1928. The asssistant superintendents still retained

the nickel-plated round badge. The official correspondence is silent,

but suggestions for a new superintendent's badge may have been

solicted from the field. There is at least one sketch from this period

showing a somewhat fancier suggestion for the new superintendent's

badge.

Also that year it appears that the ranger badges began to be

curved, or dapped to use the period vernacular. This configuration

caused the badge to lie close to the uniform, creating a more pleasing

appearance. It is not known if this was at the instigation of the Service

or the badge manufacturer. There is no reference to this feature in

either the official correspondence or the uniform regulations (as in

the 1946 uniform regulations) but it is amply demonstrated by extant

examples documented to have been worn by rangers during that

period.

Page 10: When new uniform regulations were issued in October,

1956, the current badge design remained in effect, but the gold-plated

ranger badge was now authorized to be worn by the chief park

naturalist, chief park historian and chief park archeologists as well as

the chief park ranger. At the same time the permanent and seasonal

assistant chief park rangers were relegated to wearing the silver badge

of the rangers.
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In addition to the above, the "park guide" badge was discontinued.

It is not known at this time what badge, if any, the guides wore in

performing their duties.

Apparently none of the designs submitted during the 1955 quest

for changing the design of the badge were satisfactory because on

March 9, 1957, Assistant Director Hillory A. Tolson stated in an

ammendment to the uniform regulations that "As the result of a survey

conducted by this Office, it has been determined that there shall be

no change made at this time in the design of the badges worn by

Service uniformed personnel . .
.".

Page 12 (page 21): The 1953 "Lifeguard" cloth badge was worn

until 1983, at which time the swim suit color was changed from orange

to red. After 1983 the badge was no longer worn on the swim suit.

Instead, it was silk-screen onto the wind breaker and walking shorts.

This practice continues today, although there is some discussion about

revamping this custom in the near future.

Page 23: The "Fire Control Aid" badge was worn from 1947 until

1978. At that time it was discontinued and all fire control personnel

requiring a badge were issued the standard Model 1970 gold ranger

badge.

"Insignia"

Cap Insignia Page 38: In 1936 the ski cap was introduced. This

was the first of a series of caps bearing an embroidered USNPS. The
letters were to be gold, 3/4-inch high. The 1961 regulations specified

that women's "airline stewardess" hats were to also have USNPS
embroidered on them, but in 1/2-inch gold letters. The letters were

to be embroidered either directly on the hat or on a piece of material

matching the hat. However, prior to these regulations becoming

effective, the color was changed to silver to be consistant with the

collar insignia and badge.

The National Park Service History Collection has an example of

the USNPS embroidered on a piece of uniform material for the

women's hat. But since it is gold instead of silver, it can be assumed

to be a sample made prior to the color change. Since most of the

photographs from this period are black and white, the color cannot

be identified. There is, however, a color photograph from Everglades

National Park showing 3 women wearing hats with white USNPS on

the front which confirms that white was used in place of gold. The
embroidered USNPS on the women's hat was replaced in 1962 by the

"reduced" size (2-1/2-inch) arrowhead patch.
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The 1940 regulations also introduced a new cap for those rangers,

or boatmen, that worked on the various boats throughout the National

Park System. This cap was to have a distinctive ornament on the front.

It consisted of an 1-1/2" circle with crossed anchors in the center.

While not specified, this ornament was apparently embroidered, gold

thread on navy-blue cloth, since it was to be

sewn on the cap. Some (officers) may have been

bullion, like the Navy. No known examples of

this emblem exist.

As in the case of the women's hat, when the

new style ski cap, now called a service cap, was

adopted in 1960, it was specified to have

USNPS embroiderd on the front, like the previous cap, but this was

also changed to silver in 1960. Now, though, the USNPS was
embroidered on a piece of the cap material, all on one line, and sewn

to the front of the cap. Sometime prior to 1969, at which time it was

eliminated in favor of the arrowhead, the USNPS began to be

embroidered on a two inch square forestry green patch with a border

and sewn to the cap. Photographs show this patch being worn with

gold letters and border. There is also an example in the History

Collection that is silver (white). No evidence has been uncovered as

to when these patches were authorized or why the different colors.

Prior to the adoption of the "stewardess" hat, uniformed women
employees had been wearing a "overseas" cap styled after those worn
by the U.S. Army. Although not covered in the regulations, a USNPS
collar ornament was usually attached to the front of this cap. There

is photographic evidence that this hat began to be worn during World
War II. The arrowhead was officially removed from the women's hat

in 1969 but was still worn until the uniform change of 1970. The small

arrowhead patch replaced the USNPS patch on the men's service caps

at that time. Since 1974, the arrowhead has seen service on many
different types of hats, either as a patch or a decal. It was used on

baseball caps, "Black Watch style" (ski) caps, and mouton-trimmed

caps, to name a few. The soft cap worn by the motorcycle patrol

rangers gave way to the safer hard helmets with the arrowhead decal

on them.

Name Tags

Page 57: The 1969 uniform regulations specified a uniform, for

the first time, for maintenance personnel, along with a new name tag.

Although the regulations state that the name tag is to be "Sew-on or
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iron-on type of white block-lettered names on matching green cloth

base for work uniform", photographs and extant examples show that

there were two name tags issued. One, worn over top of the right

breast pocket of shirts and jackets, was to be of "length and width

[l"x 4"] long enough only to provide for first or nickname and last

name". Name was embroidered in white script. The second, worn over

the left breast pocket, consisted of NATIONAL PARK SERVICE in

white block letters. Both tags had a brown border.

Page 59: 1960-1960 should read 1960-1969.

Page 60: 1974-PRESENT should read 1969-PRESENT.

Service Insignia

Page 61: A stripe was authorized on January 9, 1915, for each five

years with the park service. The correspondence authorizing these

stripes do not specify color, size or material and since there are no

known photograph of an employee wearing one, this can not be

determined at this date, although it was probably the same black

soutache specified in the 1920 regulations. With the 1920 uniform

regulations, the single black stripe was regulated to one year of service,

with a silver star taking its place for five years. These insignia were

to be sewn on the left sleeve with the lowest device being 2-1/2 inches

from the end. The stripes were originally to be "narrow black silk

braid 3 inches long" but when the regulations were issued they

specified "A service stripe of black braid 1/8" wide by 2 inches long".

The stars were to be "embroidered white" (silver). Both were issued

on long, three inch wide strips of unbound forest green serge.

Apparently the edges were to be turned leaving a 2-inch bar exposed

in the case of the stripes. However, photographs show stripes of

varying lengths resulted when left to the individual. Trying to turn the

soutache and keep it neat was also a trick. Although not specified in

the regulations, photographs show that the normal practice was for

the stripes to be above the stars when worn together.

Some employees had been around since long before the formation

of the National Park Service, entitling them to an abundance of stars

and stripes. "A man with fifteen or twenty years of service looks like

a rear admiral," Frank Pinkley commented. This situation was
alleviated in 1930 by Office Order No. 204, which introduced gold

stars to represent ten years of service. They lasted only until Office

Order No. 324 of April 13, 1936, revamped the stripes and silver stars

as follows:
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For each year of completed service a black braid, 1/8" wide

and 2" long.

After the first star is earned, bars shall be discontinued to

indicate service of less than five-year periods. For each

five-year period of completed service, a silver embroidered

star.

The new regulations corrected the problem of the stripe

appearance. Stripes were still applied to long 3 inch wide rolls of

unbound forest green serge, but now, instead of tape, they were

embroidered 1/8 inch by 2 inches long on it.

The order also stated that "When more than one star is worn, they

shall be arranged horizontally up to four and triangularly when more
than four stars are worn."

The "triangularly" part caused some problems later until it was

decided that the fifth star would be centered over the bottom four

and subsequent stars would contribute to an expanding pyramid. Stars

came in units of one to six. Units of one to four were arranged

horizontaly, while five and up were to be arranged triangularly, (seven

stars - unit of four and a unit of three; eight stars - unit of five and

unit of three; etc.)

Until 1956 the service stars were made up on a continuous roll,

same as the stripes. When cut and applied to the sleeve, the serge

material often unraveled and took on a ragged appearance if not sewn

properly. That year, Charles C. Sharp suggested that they be made
up on neat cloth panels, with a border, of from one to six stars each.

This solved the problem. Also in 1956, with some personnel reaching

very long service, it was decided that when seven stars were worn, the

bottom row would contain five stars.

Page 63: 1915-1938 should read 1915-1936.

1938-1961 should read 1936-1961.
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